Abstract-As a promising branch in robotics, imitation learning emerges as an important way to transfer human skills to robots, where human demonstrations represented in Cartesian or joint spaces are utilized to estimate task/skill models that can be subsequently generalized to new situations. While learning Cartesian positions suffices for many applications, the endeffector orientation is required in many others. Despite recent advancements in learning orientations from demonstrations, several crucial issues have not been adequately addressed yet. For instance, how can demonstrated orientations be adapted to pass through arbitrary desired points that comprise orientations and angular velocities? In this paper, we propose an approach that is capable of learning multiple orientation trajectories and adapting learned orientation skills to new situations (e.g., via-points and end-points), where both orientation and angular velocity are considered. Specifically, we introduce a kernelized treatment to alleviate explicit basis functions when learning orientations, which allows for learning orientation trajectories associated with high-dimensional inputs. In addition, we extend our approach to the learning of quaternions with jerk constraints, which allows for generating more smooth orientation profiles for robots. Several examples including comparison with state-of-the-art approaches as well as real experiments are provided to verify the effectiveness of our method.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N many complicated tasks (e.g., robot table tennis [2] and bimanual manipulation [3] ), it is non-trivial to manually define proper trajectories for robots beforehand, hence imitation learning is suggested in order to facilitate the transfer of human skills to robots [4] . The basic idea of imitation learning is to model consistent or important motion patterns that underlie human skills and, subsequently, employ these patterns in new situations. A myriad of results on imitation learning have been reported in the past few years, such as dynamic movement primitives (DMP) [5] , probabilistic movement primitives (ProMP) [6] , task-parameterized Gaussian mixture model (TP-GMM) [7] and kernelized movement primitives (KMP) [8] . Preliminary results has been presented in IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation [1] .
While the aforementioned skill learning approaches have been proven effective in robot trajectory generation [9] , [10] (i.e., Cartesian and joint positions), learning of orientation in task space still imposes great challenges. Unlike position operations in Euclidean space, orientation is accompanied by additional constraints, e.g., the unit norm of the quaternion representation or the orthogonal constraint of rotation matrices. In many previous work, quaternion trajectories are learned and adapted without considering the unit norm constraint (e.g., orientation TP-GMM [3] and DMP [11] ), leading to improper quaternions and hence requiring an additional renormalization.
Instead of learning quaternions in Euclidean space, a few approaches that comply with orientation constraints have been proposed. One recent approach is built on DMP [12] , [13] , where quaternions were used to represent orientation and a reformulation of DMP was developed to ensure proper quaternions over the course of orientation adaptation. However, [12] , [13] can only adapt quaternions towards a desired target with zero angular velocity as a consequence of the spring-damper dynamics inherited from the original DMP.
Another solution of learning orientation was proposed in [14] , where GMM was employed to model the distribution of quaternion displacements so as to avoid the quaternion constraint. However, this approach only focuses on orientation reproduction without addressing the adaptation issue. In contrast to [14] that learns quaternion displacements, the Riemannian topology of the S 3 manifold was exploited in [15] to probabilistically encode and reproduce distributions of quaternions. Moreover, [15] provides an extension to taskparameterized movements, which allows for adapting orientation tasks to different initial and final orientations. However, adaptation to orientation via-points and angular velocities is not provided.
In addition to the above-mentioned issues, learning orientations associated with high-dimensional inputs is important. For example, in a human-robot collaboration scenario, the robot end-effector orientation is often required to react promptly and properly according to external inputs (e.g., the user hand poses). More specifically, the robot might need to adapt its orientation in accordance with the dynamic environment. The results [11] , [12] , [13] are built on time-driven DMP, and hence it is non-straightforward to extend these works to deal with high-dimensional inputs. In contrast, due to the employment of GMM, learning orientations with multiple inputs are feasible in [3] , [14] , [15] . However, these approaches fail to tackle the problem of adaptations comprising via-point and angularvelocity requirements.
It is worthy pointing out that many imitation learning ap- 
Our approach * In these works, primitives end with zero angular velocity, i.e., one can not set a desired non-zero velocity.
proaches focus on mimicking human demonstrations, whereas constrained skill learning is often overlooked. As discussed in [16] , [17] , trajectory smoothness (e.g., acceleration and jerk) will influence robot performance, particularly in time-contact systems (e.g., striking movement in robot table tennis). Thus, it is desirable to incorporate smoothness constraints into the process of learning orientations. In summary, if we consider the problem of adapting quaternions and angular velocities to pass through arbitrary desired points (e.g., via-point and end-point) while taking into account high-dimensional inputs and smoothness constraints, no previous work in the scope of imitation learning provides an allencompassing solution.
In this paper, we aim at providing an analytical solution that is capable of (i) learning multiple quaternion trajectories, (ii) allowing for orientation adaptations towards arbitrary desired points that consist of both quaternions and angular velocities, (iii) coping with orientation learning and adaptations associated with high-dimensional inputs, (iv) accounting for smoothness constraints. For the purpose of clear comparison, the main contributions of the state-of-the-art approaches and our approach are summarized in Table I . This paper is structured as follows. We first illustrate the probabilistic learning of multiple quaternion trajectories and derive our main results in Section II. Subsequently, we extend the obtained results to quaternion adaptations in Section III, as well as quaternion learning and adaptation with jerk constraints in Section IV. After that, we take a typical humanrobot collaboration case as an example to show how our approach can be applied to the learning of quaternions along with multiple inputs in Section V. We evaluate our method through several simulated examples (including discrete and rhythmic quaternion profiles) and real experiments (a painting task with time input on Barrett WAM robot and a handover task with multiple inputs on KUKA robot) in Section VI. Finally, our work is concluded in Section VII.
II. PROBABILISTIC LEARNING OF QUATERNION TRAJECTORIES
As suggested in [7] , [18] , the probability distribution of multiple demonstrations often encapsulates important motion features and further facilitates the design of optimal controllers [19] , [20] . Nonetheless, the direct probabilistic modeling of quaternion trajectories is intractable as a result of the unit norm constraint. Similarly to [12] , [14] , [15] , we propose to transform quaternions into Euclidean space, which hence enables the probabilistic modeling of transformed trajectories (Section II-A). Then, we exploit the distribution of transformed trajectories using a kernelized approach, whose predictions allow for the retrieval of proper quaternions (Section II-B). Since many notations will be introduced in the rest of this paper, we summarize the key ones in Table II .
A. Probabilistic Modeling of Quaternion Trajectories
A straightforward solution of modeling quaternions is to transform them into Euclidean space [12] , [14] , [15] . For the sake of clarity, let us define quaternions q 1 = v 1 + u 1 and q 2 = v 2 +u 2 , where q i ∈ S 3 , v i ∈ R and u i ∈ R 3 , i ∈ {1, 2}. Besides, we writeq 2 = v 2 − u 2 as the conjugation of q 2 and, q = q 1 * q 2 = v + u as the quaternion product * of q 1 andq 2 . The function log(·) : S 3 → R 3 that can be used to determine the difference vector between q 1 and q 2 is defined as [12] log(q 1 * q 2 ) = log(q) =
where || · || denotes 2 norm. By using this function, demonstrated quaternions can be projected into Euclidean space. Let us assume that we can access a set of demonstrations
with N being the time length and M as the number of demonstrations, where q n,m denotes a quaternion at the n-th time-step from the m-th demonstration. Note that two quaternions are needed in (1) in order to carry out the difference operation. So, we introduce an auxiliary quaternion q a † , which is subsequently used for transforming demonstrated quaternions into Euclidean space, yielding new trajectories as
andζ n,m ∈ R 3 being the derivative of ζ n,m ∈ R 3 . Please note that the new trajectories D ζ can be utilized to recover quaternion trajectories D q (which shall be seen in Section II-B). For the purpose of simplicity, we denote η = [ζ ζ ] ∈ R 6 and accordingly
. * Quaternion product is defined as:
† q a could be set as the initial state of demonstrations or simply as B-dimensional basis function vector and its corresponding expanded matrix, see (9) ϕ(t), Ω(t) expanded matrices, see (26) and (28) 
M demonstrations in terms of time and quaternion, where each demonstration has N datapoints
transformed data obtained from Dq, where ζ n,m = log(q n,m * q a ), see (2)
probabilistic reference trajectory extracted from Dη Φ, Σ, µ expanded matrices/vectors defined on Dr, see (13) k(t i , t j ) expanded kernel matrix, see (15) 
H desired quaternion states
transformed states obtained fromDq, see (18) and (22
additional reference trajectory to indicate the transformed desired points
extended reference trajectory, see (25)
demonstration database with high-dimensional input sn,m and output ξ
basis function vector with high-dimensional inputs and its corresponding expanded matrix, see (34)
H desired points associated with high-dimensional inputs
additional reference trajectory for high-dimensional inputs
From now on, we can apply probabilistic modeling approaches to new trajectories D η . To take GMM as an example [7] , the joint probability distribution P(t, η) can be estimated through expectation-maximization, leading to
where π c denotes prior probability of the c-th Gaussian component whose mean and covariance are, respectively, µ c = µ t,c µ η,c and
mixture regression (GMR) [7] , [21] is employed to retrieve the conditional probability distribution, i.e.,
‡ In order to keep notations consistent, we still use vector notations µ t,c and Σtt,c to represent scalars.
Note that the result in (4) can be approximated by a single Gaussian, i.e.,
Please refer to [7] , [8] , [21] for more details. Therefore, for a given time sequence {t n } N n=1 that spans the input space, a probabilistic reference trajectory
can be obtained. Here, we can view D r as a representative of D η since it encapsulates the distribution of trajectories in D η in terms of mean and covariance. Therefore, we exploit D r instead of the original demonstrations D η in the next subsection.
B. Learning Quaternions Using A Kernelized Approach
Following the treatment in KMP [8] , we first write η in a parameterized way § , i.e.,
w, (9) § Similar parametric strategies were used in DMP [5] and ProMP [6] . given demonstrated quaternion trajectories, we first transform them into Euclidean space and model these obtained trajectories using GMM. Subsequently, we can extract a probabilistic reference trajectory by using GMR. Finally, we learn the reference trajectory using a kernelized learning approach and retrieve a trajectory (in Euclidean space) that is later used to recover a quaternion trajectory. Bottom row: Given desired quaternion states, we transform them into Euclidean space and, subsequently, concatenate new desired points with the reference trajectory (extracted from transformed demonstrations). Similarly to the reproduction case, we can generate the adapted trajectory in Euclidean space and recover its corresponding quaternion trajectory.
where φ(t) ∈ R B represents a B-dimensional basis function vector. Note that the parameter vector w ∈ R 3B is unknown. In order to learn the probabilistic reference trajectories D r , we consider the problem of maximizing the posterior probability
It can be proved that the optimal solution w * to (10) can be computed as
where the objective to be minimized can be viewed as the sum of covariance-weighted squared errors ¶ . Note that a regularized term λw w with λ > 0 is introduced in (11) so as to mitigate the over-fitting.
Similarly to the derivations of kernel ridge regression [22] , [23] , [24] , the optimal solution w * of (11) can be computed. Thus, for an inquiry point t * , its corresponding output η(t * ) can be predicted as
where
Furthermore, (12) can be kernelized as
¶ Similar variance-weighted scheme has also been exploited in trajectory-GMM [7] , motion similarity estimation [18] and optimal control [20] .
6×6 denotes the block-component at the i-th row and the j-th column of
with
where δ > 0 is a small constant and
represents the kernel function. Let us recall that quaternion trajectories have been transformed into Euclidean space by using (1) (as explained in Section II-A). Thus, once we have determined η(t * ) at a query point t * via (14), we can use its component ζ(t * ) to recover the corresponding quaternion q(t * ). Specifically, q(t * ) is determined by
where the function exp(·) :
Note thatφ(t) is approximated byφ(t) ≈ φ(t+δ)−φ(t) δ in order to facilitate the following kernelized operations.
An overview of learning quaternions is depicted in the top row of Fig. 1 . So far, the developed approach is limited for orientation reproduction, we will show orientation adaptation in the next section, where both quaternion and angular-velocity profiles can be modulated towards passing through any desired points (e.g., via-/end-points).
III. ADAPTATION OF QUATERNION TRAJECTORIES
Similarly to trajectory adaptation in terms of Cartesian and joint positions (and/or velocities) [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , the capability of adapting orientation in Cartesian space is also important for robots in many cases (e.g., bi-manual operations and pouring tasks). To take a pouring task as an example, the orientation of the bottle should be adapted according to the height of the cup. In this section, we consider the problem of adapting orientation trajectory in terms of desired quaternions and angular velocities. To do so, we propose to transform desired orientation states into Euclidean space (Section III-A), and subsequently we reformulate the kernelized learning approach to incorporate these transformed desired points (Section III-B). Finally, the adapted trajectory in Euclidean space is used to retrieve its corresponding adapted quaternion trajectory. An illustration of adapting quaternions is depicted in the bottom row of Fig. 1 .
A. Transform Desired Quaternion States

Let us denote H desired quaternion states asD
, whereq h ∈ S 3 andω h ∈ R 3 represent desired quaternion and angular velocity at timet h , respectively. Since both the modeling operation (3)−(8) and the prediction operation (14) are carried out in Euclidean space, we need to transformD q into Euclidean space so as to facilitate adaptations of quaternion trajectories. Similarly to (2), the desired quaternionq h can be transformed as
In order to incorporate the desired angular velocityω h , we resort to the relationship between derivatives of quaternions and angular velocities, i.e., [12] , [13] 
where δ t > 0 denotes a small constant. By using (19), we can compute the desired quaternion at timet h + δ t as
which is subsequently transformed into Euclidean space via (2), resulting iñ
Thus, we can approximate the derivative ofζ h aṡ
Now,D q can be transformed intoD ζ = {t h ,ζ h ,ζ h } H h=1 via (18) and (22) , which can be further rewritten in a compact way
6 . In addition, we can design a covarianceΣ h ∈ R 6×6 for each desired point η h to control the precision of adaptations. Namely, a high or low precision can be enforced by a small or large covariance, respectively. Thus, we can obtain an additional probabilistic reference trajectoryD r = {t h ,η h ,Σ h } H h=1 to indicate the transformed desired quaternion states.
B. Adaptation of Quaternion Trajectories
According to the adaptation strategy in KMP [8] , we reformulate the objective in (11) so that the additional reference trajectoryD r is incorporated, leading to a new objective
whose compact representation is
It can be observed that the new objective (24) shares the same form with (11) , except that the reference trajectory
in (24) is longer than that in (11) , thus the solution of (24) can be determined in a similar way. Finally, η(t) = [ζ (t)ζ (t)] can be computed via (14) and, subsequently, q(t) is recovered from (16) by using ζ(t). In this case, q(t) is capable of passing through the desired quaternionsq h with desired angular velocitiesω h at timet h . The entire approach of quaternion adaptations is summarized in Algorithm 1.
IV. ADAPTATION OF QUATERNIONS WITH JERK CONSTRAINTS
It is well known that robot trajectories should be smooth in order to facilitate the design of controllers as well as the execution of motor commands [16] , [17] . For instance, in a table tennis scenario that needs fast striking motions, extremely high accelerations or jerks may degrade the final striking performance, given the physical limits of motors. It is possible to formulate this constraint as an optimization problem and search for the optimal trajectory via an iterative scheme, as done in [16] . In this section, we consider the problem of learning and adapting quaternion trajectories while taking into account jerk constraints. Specifically, we aim to provide an analytical solution to the issue. We explain Algorithm 1 Quaternion adaptations towards desired points
-Transform D q into Euclidean space via (2), yielding
-Model the joint distribution P(t,η) from D η using (3) -Extract the probabilistic reference trajectory D r = {t n ,μ n ,Σ n } N n=1 via (8) II-B) -Define λ and k(·, ·) Input: the query point t * -Compute k * , K, Σ and µ using (13) and (15) 
the learning of multiple quaternions with jerk constraints in Section IV-A. Subsequently, we show quaternion adaptations with jerk constraints in Section IV-B.
A. Learning Quaternions with Jerk Constraints
By observing (19), we can find that ||q|| is proportional to ||ω||. Moreover, we have ω ∝ log (q(t + δ) * q(t)). Therefore, when we revisit the transformation described in (2), we can come to the relationship ||q|| ∝ ||ζ||. To this end, we have || ... q|| ∝ ||ζ||, implying that the quaternion jerk constraint || ... q|| can be approximated by the acceleration constraint ||ζ|| in R 3 . We have formulated imitation learning in Euclidean space as an optimization problem in terms of (11) , which in fact can be used to incorporate acceleration constraints N n=1 ||ζ(t n )|| directly. Following the parameterization form in (9), we havë
Thus, the problem of learning orientations with jerk constraints becomes
where λ a > 0 acts as a trade-off regulator between orientation learning and jerk minimization * * . * * Note that the quaternion jerk constraints have been approximated by the acceleration constraints in R 3 .
Let us re-arrange (27) into a compact form, resulting in
which is equivalent to
(29) It can be observed that (29) shares the same formula as (11) , and hence we can follow (12)- (17) to derive a kernelized solution for quaternion reproduction with jerk constraints. It is worthy pointing out that Ω(t) comprises the second-order derivative of φ(t), thus a new kernel
is required instead of (15) . Please see the detailed derivations of kernelizing (30) in Appendix A.
B. Adapting Quaternions with Jerk Constraints
We now move one step further and consider the problem of quaternion adaptations with jerk constraints. Specifically, we propose to impose jerk constraints into the adaptation problem studied in Section III. By analogy with (11) and (27), we reformulate (23) to include the jerk constraints, yielding a new minimization problem as
(31) With the notations defined in (25), we can rewrite (31) into the form of
which shares the same formula as (27) , and thus becomes analytical solvable.
V. LEARNING QUATERNIONS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH-DIMENSIONAL INPUTS
While the aforementioned results focus on learning and adapting orientation trajectories associated with time input, we now consider the case of learning orientations with highdimensional inputs, which is a key feature in ample applications, such as human-robot collaboration and bi-manual operation.
Note that robot end-effector orientation has been ignored in many previous works on human-robot collaboration (e.g., [25] , [26] ), in spite of its great importance. Specifically, these works model human and robot motions by explicitly taking time as input. In this line, various strategies of phase-estimation, timealignment and adaptation are provided towards synchronizing human and robots, since human movements could be significantly different (e.g., faster/slower velocity and higher/lower position) from the demonstrated ones. In contrast, we here propose to consider high-dimensional external signals (e.g., human hands postions/orientations) as inputs (where the explicit time is not involved), and hence providing a straightforward solution for accomplishing complex tasks, e.g., human-robot collaboration.
In order to derive a generic solution, we assume that the col-
are represented in terms of input s n,m and output
where s n,m ∈ R I denotes an I-dimensional input vector and ξ 0 n,m stands for concatenation of end-effector position p and quaternion q in Cartesian space. We show the modeling of demonstrations D 0 in Section V-A, which is later exploited to derive the kernelized approach for learning and adapting quaternions with high-dimensional inputs (Sections V-B and V-C).
A. Modeling Quaternions with High-Dimensional Inputs
Since the outputs of demonstrations comprise quaternions, we need to transform them into Euclidean space in order to enable the probabilistic modeling through GMM/GMR. Following the procedure in Section II-A, we can transfer
, where ξ n,m = p n,m log(q n,m * q a ) ∈ R 6 . Then, we can model the joint probability distribution P(s, ξ) from D s via GMM, i.e.,
with µ c = µ s,c µ ξ,c and Σ c = Σ ss,c Σ sξ,c Σ ξs,c Σ ξξ,c .
Unlike the generation of probabilistic reference trajectory from time-driven demonstrations (as discussed in Section II-A), it is not straightforward to decide the input sequence {s n } N n=1 for retrieving the corresponding reference trajectory, due to the fact that s is high-dimensional. Thus, we propose † † Note that outputs that comprise multiple Cartesian positions, quaternions, rotation matrices and joint positions can be tackled similarly.
to sample inputs from the marginal probability distribution ‡ ‡ of P(s, ξ). Specifically, we sample an indicator variable z c with the probability π c and, subsequently, we sample s from N (µ s,c , Σ ss,c ). By using this sampling strategy, the input sequence {s n } N n=1 can be determined. Accordingly, by using GMR we have the probabilistic reference trajectory with highdimensional inputs, denoted by D s r = {s n ,μ n ,Σ n } N n=1 .
B. Modeling Quaternions with High-Dimension Inputs
Similarly to (9), we formulate the parametric trajectory associated with high-dimensional inputs as
Note that
is not included in (34) since it relies on ds dt , which is often unpredictable in real applications. Formally, we formulate the imitation learning problem with multiple inputs as maximizing
From now on, we can follow (11)- (14) to derive the kernelized approach that is capable of learning high-dimensional inputs, except that the definition of φ(·) is different and thus the kernel definition in (15) becomes
Therefore, given a query input s * , we can employ (14) to predict the output ξ(s * ) = ξ p ξ q and, subsequently, retrieve the corresponding Cartesian state through
C. Adapting Quaternions with High-Dimensional Inputs
Let us write H desired points asD 
2|| log(q 1 * q 2 )||, otherwise.
**Note that the desired movement duration is 10s.
in Euclidean space and later recover the Cartesian trajectory (comprising Cartesian position and quaternion) that passes through various desired points defined byD 0 .
VI. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we report several examples to illustrate the performance of our approach: (i) orientation adaptation towards a desired target point (Section VI-A1), where orientation-DMP [12] , [13] and orientation TP-GMM [3] are employed as comparisons; (ii) orientation adaptations towards arbitrary desired points in terms of quaternions and angular velocities (Section VI-A2); (iii) orientation adaptations with jerk constraints (Section VI-B); (iv) rhythmic orientation reproduction and adaptations (Section VI-C); (v) concurrent adaptations of Cartesian position and orientation in a painting task (Section VI-D); (vi) learning Cartesian trajectory with high-dimensional inputs in a human-robot collaboration scenario (Section VI-E).
The evaluations (i)-(iv) are verified in simulated examples while (v)-(vi) are carried out in real robots. Note that in the following evaluations we use q s , q x , q y and q z to represent the first, second, third and fourth component of q, respectively. 
A. Evaluations on Quaternion Adaptations
We collected five simulated quaternion trajectories with time-length 10s, as depicted in Fig. 2(a) , where minimal jerk polynomial and renormalization are used to generate smooth and proper quaternion trajectories. In order to show the performance of our approach, we first compare it with orientation-DMP [12] , [13] and orientation TP-GMM [3] in Section VI-A1. Subsequently, we evaluate our approach by adapting quaternions and angular velocities towards various desired points in Section VI-A2. The Gaussian kernel k(t i , t j ) = exp(− (t i − t j )
2 ) with = 0.01 and the regularization factor λ = 1 are used in this section.
1) Comparison with State-of-the-Art Approaches : Since orientation-DMP is restricted to target (i.e., end-point) adaptation while having zero angular velocity at the ending point, we here consider an example that merely requires orientation adaptation towards a new target (i.e., quaternion) with zero angular velocity. The desired point is defined ast 1 = 10s, The adapted quaternion and angular-velocity profiles by using our approach and orientation-DMP are provided in Fig. 2(b)-(c) . It can be seen from Fig. 2(b) that our approach is capable of generalizing learned quaternion trajectories to the new target pointq 1 while having zero angular velocity at the ending timet 1 . However, orientation-DMP needs extra time (i.e., depicted by shaded area) to converge to the desired point. Furthermore, we use orientation TP-GMM ¶ ¶ to tackle the same target adaptation problem, whose adapted trajectories are shown in Fig. 2(d) . The planned errors of three methods in comparison with the desired point is summarized in Table III, showing that our approach achieves the best performance in terms of adaptation precision.
2) Adapting Quaternion Trajectory Towards Various Desired Points : Now, we consider a more challenging adaptation task that needs various desired points (i.e., via-/end-points) in terms of quaternion and angular velocity. Note that orientation-DMP [12] , [13] and orientation TP-GMM [3] are not applicable in this case. Two groups of quaternion adaptations in S 3 , accompanied by the corresponding adaptations of the projected trajectories via (2) in R 3 , are shown in Fig. 3 , showing that our approach indeed modulates quaternions and angular velocities to pass through various desired points (plotted by circles). Specifically, the overall profiles of quaternion and angular velocity in demonstrations are maintained in the adaptation situations, which is a desirable feature in imitation learning.
B. Evaluations on Quaternion Adaptations with Jerk Constraints
In this section, we consider quaternion adaptations with jerk constraints, where the same simulated demonstrations, as plotted in Fig. 2(a) , are employed. Specifically, we aim to adapt quaternion profile and its corresponding angular velocity towards various desired points, while taking into account the jerk constraints of quaternions. In order to quantitatively show the performance of our approach, we define the jerk cost as c = 1 N N t=1 || ... q t || and meanwhile a group of jerk penalty parameters λ a are used. We use Gaussian kernel for the ¶ ¶ A second-order linear dynamics model is employed together with TP-GMM towards obtaining smooth trajectories. Please refer to [3] for implementation details. evaluations. Other relevant parameters are set as = 0.2 and λ = 1.
The evolved trajectories of quaternion and angular velocity are depicted in Fig. 4 , where the color changes from light to dark as λ a increases. Note that the evolved trajectories pass through various desired points (depicted by circles) precisely. The corresponding jerk costs with different λ a are provided in Fig. 5 , representing that the jerk cost decreases as λ a increases (which indeed coincides with our interpretation of the penalty coefficient). Thus, we can conclude that our approach is capable of adapting quaternions towards various desired points while incorporating jerk constraints.
C. Evaluations on Rhythmic Quaternion Trajectories
Differing from the aforementioned examples on discrete quaternions, we here test our approach on rhythmic quaternion trajectories. Note that rhythmic quaternions are very important in orientation-sensitive tasks, such as screwing a lid off the bottle and wiping a surface. Similarly to Section VI-A, we use polynomials to generate five demonstrations (each lasts for 10s) for training our approach, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The periodic kernel [28] 
T π)) with = 0.4 and T = 10s is employed. The regularized factor is set to be λ = 10. In this section, the jerk constraints are not considered, i.e., λ a = 0, but one can easily incorporate these constraints into rhythmic movements.
We first consider the reproduction capability of our approach, where quaternion and angular velocity profiles over three periods (i.e., 30s) are generated. It can be seen from Fig. 6 (b) that our method can reproduce trajectory that maintains the shape of demonstrations and meanwhile exhibits rhythmic properties. Second, we test the adaptation capability of our method by imposing a via-point constraint at t = 3s. The adapted trajectories over three periods are given in Fig. 6(c) , where the quaternion and angular velocity trajectories are modulated towards the via-point (depicted by circles) in each period. Moreover, the rhythmic feature is kept in this adaptation case.
D. Evaluations of Learning Time-Driven Cartesian Trajectories on Real Robot
We here consider a painting task that requires the real Barrett WAM robot to paint different areas with proper orientations. This task can be accomplished by concurrent adaptations of translational and rotational motions in Cartesian space, where the new painting area and its associated orientation can be guaranteed by new desired Cartesian positions and quaternions, in the form of via-point and end-point.
Through kinesthetic teaching (first row in Fig. 7 ), six demonstrations comprising time, Cartesian position and quaternion are recorded, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . We first apply our approach to task reproduction, i.e., without incorporating the desired points. The auxiliary quaternion q a is set as the initial value of demonstrations. Gaussian kernel with = 0.001 is used and λ = 1. By following the first and third steps in Algorithm 1, we can generate the reproduced Cartesian trajectory comprising positions * * * and quaternions. The reproduced Cartesian trajectory (solid curves) and its corresponding measured trajectory (dashed curves) are shown Fig. 8(b) . Snapshots of task reproduction are provided in Fig. 7(second row) , where we can see that the robot is capable of reproducing a similar task to that demonstrated by the human. Now, we study the adaptation of Cartesian trajectories, where demonstrated Cartesian trajectories are modulated towards various desired points † † † . We consider two groups of evaluations and in each group two desired points (i.e., viapoint and end-point) are defined. Note that all desired points in the evaluations are unseen in demonstrations. Besides, we set the initial Cartesian position and quaternion as an additional desired point so as to ensure smooth Cartesian trajectory at the very beginning of movement. According to Algorithm 1, we can determine the adapted Cartesian trajectory. The adapted Cartesian trajectories are shown in Fig. 8(c)-(d) , where the planned trajectories (solid curves) and real measured trajectories (dashed curves) are provided. It can be seen that the planned trajectories are capable of meeting various constraints, i.e., Cartesian position and quaternion constraints. Snapshots of the painting task in new situations are shown in Fig. 7(third  and fourth rows) . Please refer to the complementary video for the details of this painting experiment.
E. Evaluations of Learning Cartesian Trajectories with HighDimensional Inputs on Real Robot
In this section, we consider a human-robot handover task, where the robot moves towards the human user in order to accomplish the handover task. Specifically, we consider human hand position ‡ ‡ ‡ as inputs while robot end-effector position and orientation as outputs. It is worthy emphasizing that we aim to predict robot Cartesian state (6-D § § § ) in accordance ‡ ‡ ‡ An optical tracker is used to measure human hand position. § § § We here refer to quaternion as a 3-D variable due to the norm constraint, albeit that our approach predicts four elements of quaternion simultaneously. to human hand state (3-D) directly, without any additional treatments like phase-estimation [25] , [26] .
We collect five demonstrations in terms of human hand position (red curves), as well as robot end-effector position (green curves) and quaternion, as show in Fig. 9 . Note that the transformed trajectories of quaternions (yellow curves) via (2) are plotted for the sake of visualization. Then, by following the description in Section V-A, we can generate a reference trajectory (associated with high-dimensional inputs) for training our approach. The auxiliary quaternion q a is set to be q a = [1 0 0 0] . The Gaussian kernel is used and the related parameters are = 1 and λ = 2.
In order to evaluate our approach, we first consider a reproduction task and subsequently an adaptation task where a new handover location is needed. Figure 10 depicts human hand trajectory (dashed red curve) and the corresponding robot Cartesian trajectory planned by our approach (dashed green and yellow curves) in the reproduction case, where Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) correspond to positions and transformed data of quaternion, respectively. It can be seen that the robot accomplishes the handover task when human hand trajectory resembles the demonstrated ones. Now, we apply our approach to the adaptation situation, where the handover takes place at a new point that is unseen in demonstrations. This adaptation can be achieved by adding a desired point {s 1 ,p 1 ,q 1 } into the original reference trajectory, wheres 1 =p 1 = p new andq 1 = q new , ensuring that the robot reaches the new handover location p new with desired quaternion q new when the human hand arrives at p new . The adaptation evaluation is provided in Fig. 10 , where the solid red curve denotes the user hand trajectory while the solid green and yellow curves correspond to the planned Cartesian trajectory for the robot. Again, we here only provide the transformed data of quaternions for the sake of easy observation. By observing Fig. 10 , we can find that robot trajectory is indeed modulated according to the user hand position, leading to a successful handover at the new location. Snapshot of kinesthetic teaching of handover task as well as reproduction and adaptation evaluations are shown in Fig. 11 . Thus, our approach is effective in both reproduction and adaptation cases while considering high-dimensional inputs. The supplementary video includes this handover experiment.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an analytical approach for adapting quaternion and angular velocity towards arbitrary desired points, whose performance has been verified through several examples including simulations and real experiments. In addition, our method is capable of incorporating quaternion jerk constraints. In comparison with previous works (e.g., [12] , [13] ) that mostly focus on orientation adaptation towards target points, our work allows for broader applications, particularly when both quaternion and angular velocity need to be modulated. Moreover, our approach is capable of learning quaternions associated with high-dimensional inputs (e.g., 3-D inputs were used in the real handover task), which is a quite desirable property in human-robot collaboration. Note that our approach is developed for orientation learning and adaptation at the level of pure trajectory generation. Thus, it would be interesting to combine optimal controllers (e.g., minimum intervention controller [29] and uncertainty-aware controller [30] ) with our framework so as to perform orientation tasks in a safe and user-friendly way.
APPENDIX A KERNEL DERIVATION UNDER JERK CONSTRAINTS
According to the definitions of Θ(t) and ϕ(t), i.e., (9) and (26), we have k(t i , t j ) = Ω (t i )Ω(t j ) =    φ (t)φ(t)I 3 φ (t)φ(t)I 3 φ (t)φ(t)I 3 φ (t)φ(t)I 3φ (t)φ(t)I 3φ (t)φ(t)I 3 φ (t)φ(t)I 3φ (t)φ(t)I 3φ (t)φ(t)I 3    (37)
We here propose to approximateφ(t) byφ(t) ≈ φ(t+2δ)−2φ(t+δ)+φ(t) δ 2 with δ > 0 being a small constant. Thus, (37) can be kernelized as k(t i , t j ) =   k tt (t i , t j )I 3 k td (t i , t j )I 3 k ta (t i , t j )I 3 k dt (t i , t j )I 3 k dd (t i , t j )I 3 k da (t i , t j )I 3 k at (t i , t j )I 3 k ad (t i , t j )I 3 k aa (t i , t j )I 3   , (38) where k tt (t i , t j ) = k(t i , t j ), k td (t i , t j ) = k(t i , t j + δ)−k(t i , t j ) /δ, k ta (t i , t j ) = k(t i , t j + 2δ)−2k(t i , t j + δ) + k(t i , t j ) /δ 2 , k dt (t i , t j ) = k(t i + δ, t j ) − k(t i , t j ) /δ, k dd (t i , t j ) = k(t i + δ, t j + δ) − k(t i , t j + δ) − k(t i + δ, t j ) + k(t i , t j ) /δ 2 , k da (t i , t j ) = k(t i + δ, t j + 2δ) − 2k(t i + δ, t j + δ) + k(t i + δ, t j ) − k(t i , t j + 2δ) + 2k(t i , t j + δ) − k(t i , t j ) /δ 3 , k at (t i , t j ) = k(t i + 2δ, t j ) − 2k(t i + δ, t j ) + k(t i , t j ) /δ 2 , k ad (t i , t j ) = k(t i + 2δ, t j + δ) − 2k(t i + δ, t j + δ) + k(t i , t j + δ) − k(t i + 2δ, t j ) + 2k(t i + δ, t j ) − k(t i , t j ) /δ 3 , k aa (t i , t j ) = k(t i + 2δ, t j + 2δ) − 2k(t i + 2δ, t j + δ) + k(t i + 2δ, t j ) − 2k(t i + δ, t j + 2δ) + 4k(t i + δ, t j + δ) − 2k(t i + δ, t j ) + k(t i , t j + 2δ) − 2k(t i , t j + δ) + k(t i , t j ) /δ 4 .
